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Tour to Giza Pyramids and Egyptian Museum

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Every Day 8 Hours 02:45 AM

Explore Ancient Egypt on a private day tour of the Egyptian Museum & the Pyramids of Giza from
Cairo. Enjoy a free camel ride discover Egypt’s most important museum.with a private tour guide

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

All transfers by a private air-
conditioned vehicle
Private English Egyptologist guide
Bottled water on board the vehicle
during the tour
Lunch meal at a local restaurant in
Cairo
Shopping tours in Cairo
All Service charges & taxes
Entrance fees to all the mentioned
sites
Camel ride

Any Extras not mentioned in the
itinerary
Tipping

Itinerary:

Explore Ancient Egypt on a private day tour of the Egyptian Museum & the Pyramids of Giza
from Cairo. Enjoy a free camel ride discover Egypt’s most important museum. with a private
tour guide
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 Days Table

First Day :Tour to Giza Pyramids and and the Egyptian Egyptian from Cairo

Marsaalamtours Tours representative will pick you up from your
hotel in Cairo or in Giza At 8:00 am you will be picked up from your

hotel in Cairo or Giza by our expert tour guide and get ready for
your day tour.First, you will visit the pyramids of Giza -Cheops,

Chephren & Mykerinus. After seeing the famous pyramids you can
head to visit the Valley Temple. While doing that you can have a

closer look at the Great Sphinx - the legendary guardian that
stands by the huge funeral complex with its lion body and the head

of king Chephren.

If you wish to visit the Great Pyramids of Cheops Burial Chamber.
It costs 30 $ per person

Visit the Papyrus Gallery

See how the ancient Egyptians how made the first Paper in History
by Using the Papyrus Plant, if you like to buy real papyrus Gifts
this will be the most suitable place

Then You will Enjoy your Lunch at  Giza in an Egyptian restaurant,
Then Proceed to Visit the Egyptian Museum of antiquities.
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It displays the largest and most precious items of Egyptian art in
the world.

It exhibits a rare collection of over 250,000 genuine artifacts that
date as far back as 5000 years, including an exclusive exhibit
dedicated to the Tutankhamen - A collection of treasures, gold,
and jewelry that were buried in his tomb for over 3,500 years
before they were discovered in 1920 when his tomb was
excavated.

If you wish to visit the mummies royal hall. You need to ask the
tour guide to take the National Museum of Egyptian Civilization

and  You Can ask the Guide and Add  a Visit  it will cost 30 $ Extra

After an amazing trip ,Drive back to your hotel in Giza or Cairo at
16:30
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Price:

  ($) 65 

  ( €) 61  

  (£) 57  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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